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Workshop questions
Is there sufficient digital infrastructure to support necessary data exchange in maritime transport?
How could it be improved? Any examples round the world?

General MURAL tips
Select Outline from the top menu to move
to each section of the board.
To move around the board, hold the
spacebar, click and drag.
Zoom in and out from your mouse or
trackpad or Cmd/Ctrl and + or - from your
keyboard.

In non-coverage areas we
can rely on the ship
intelligence and sensors , by
approaching the shor we can
assume there is better
coverage that can be used to
share and get information to
avoid obstacles for example
safety purpose.
To develop open
data sharing
mindset among
shipping
companies and
industry

Add sticky notes by right-clicking on the
canvas or select from the left-hand menu.
Edit sticky notes by double-clicking on
text. To duplicate click and hold the ALT
key.

Roundtable theme:
LEGISLATIVE GAPS: SHARING
DATA, CONNECTIVITY,
COMMUNICATIONS,
INTERFACES, CYBER SECURITY

standards for
data exchange

Digital infrastructure
need to develope
further. More effort is
needed in
standardisation of
data transfer, data,
interfaces, data sets
and services.

Automation has to be enabled by exploiting
communication networks that are reliable,
interoperable and meant for general use (such as
4G/LTE and 5G) and satellite navigation (GPS,
Galileo, Glonass). Today´s needs of digitalizing
transport can be satisfied with the current
technologies, but it is likely that enhanced data
exchange and features of automation (like remote
operations) require 5 G and new generations to
come.

many imagined
applications are
not feasible with
current data
rates and latency

Redundancy in
order to cope with
vulnerability of
satellite signals

Definition on how long and
in which areas AI should
operate without connection.
Mic fail. So i ment that ie. in
tightly operated areas we
need to set that this vessel
will reset connection in any
case in less than 5 seconds,
but in the middle of the sea it
could be offline for days.

Cyber security of the automated systems raise
constant concerns, and must be treated
accordingly. Developers and deployers of
automated systems need support in their attempts
to ensure the robustness of the systems, as well as
to assure the supervising parties and the public
about the safe performance of them.

Necessary data
exchange
depends about
the data type
and cellular
coverage.

reliability is
critical

With 5G and
developed satellite
connections speed
ok - but realiability
and latency?

Open international
single window
system for port
calls (excluding
sensitive data) is
needed.

VDES should
be
implemented
in certain
level!

contract issues
- agreements
for data
sharing

Collaboration with
Satellite
stakeholders such
as CNES to be
developed

smart
fairway

YEs, but everything could be
improved. For example data
sharing methosds and the
utilizatin of the data

re misuse of data do
we need governance
principles?
Current AIS system is
good for data sharing
in principle, but
misused by human
operators. (E.g.
reporting destinations,
estimated arrival
times.)

Certified
ReferenceTime
Stamped Server

Frequent
cyber
security
updates, pentesting.
Nokia Bell
Labs Security
is working in
this area

IACS Rec 166 Recommendation
on Cyber
Resilience -Corr.1
July 2020

flag
administration
pentesting

Requires a
quantitative
operational
risk model
safe level is
higher than you
think and the
more data is
shared the
worse it gets

Regulatory support on
international level
would be great.
Digitraffic offers plenty
of good data that is not
available in other
countries.

Write here!

Enablers for
just in time
arrivals are
necessary.

Standardisation
is key

Open APIs & data
provided by Digitraffic
are exceptionally
good! Having such
available
internationally would
enable many
improvements.

Data
management

Use cases
and
requirements
should be
clarified first

Explore X
Road
Technology
Platform

clearly defining
liabilities and
responsibilities

data safety
as well as
functions

Requires use
of TPM/HSM
on embedded
systems

Classification of should finland
the traffic
hotspot
data is
regulate the
information,
important.
location
seen by vts
Certified,
sharing of
radars could be
shecked and
interesting
each vessel
onlline
Should be
done in IMO
level!

International
level

mixed traffic

How to make sure the safe level of cyber security performance of the automated systems in
maritime automation? Is there need to define some risk-/goal-/performance based requirements
on the regulatory level? Is so, how could it be done?

Highly automated ships may be able to navigate
autonomously in a safe manner particularly in
exceptional cases in low-traffic time and on a simple
standard route as well as in a simple environment
such as the open sea part of a voyage. In the more
complicated areas and dense traffic areas, they
should most probably be connected with other
ships as well as shore-based systems, such as
remote operations/pilotage and Vessel Traffic
Services (VTS) as well as the intelligent fairway
infrastructure.

Examples of essential data: up-to-date and
predicted route data, departure and arrival times,
digital twin on fairway and port. Data gathered by
ship sensors should be shared in a responsible
manner to the benefit for all and ship owners
should be given actual tools to decide where their
data can be used. The role of VTS as a neutral third
party that offers intermediary platform and
produces services to enhance data exchange
between parties should be looked into more
closely.

mapping
where
connectivity
is

Connectivity
manager system
is needed for
QoS of
communications

sufficient
satellites
available?

Amoun of data is
important.
Sometimes 3G is
enouhg, but
sometimes 5G is
needed

rights over
and ownership
of data

Market demand
will determine
development of
robust data
exchange

Write here!

Enhanced data exchange based on open and
interoperable programming interfaces and open
standards is a prerequisite for automation because
automated systems require much more up-to-date
dynamic data than conventional systems. It is
necessary that data is in machine-readable format.
Transport-related static and dynamic data that
ensures safe, secure and environmentally
sustainable automation has to be available for all
relevant actors (such as civil servants, ship owners,
ships, remote-operation centers, ports and parties
in the transport chain) according to their roles and
their need of data.

Is it possible to define static and dynamic data necessary for maritime automation? Does
enhancing the data sharing need regulatory support (e.g. requirements for machinereadability or exchange via interfaces?)? If so, how could it be done (on IMO-level, national
level, otherwise)?

should sharing be
the principle and
restricted access
the special case?

data sharing
facilitates
distributed
cognition

timestamping
and currency
of dynamic
data

how to present
data - standards
for visualisation
of new types of
data? (e.g. like
maps)

same lessons
as for VDR?

Standards
are there
for data
situations where
models and
there is too much
data sharing
information (e.g.
alarms)?

Machine
readibility is
important

Use cases

We need
standards.

Bonus: Best practises and examples of national legislation/from other transport modes that could
possibly be used to develop international legislation?

Write here!

3 new IACS URs
For
about
Cyber
Cybersecurity
Resilience under
national
development, to
legislation is
be released on
enough!
2021

timestamping

Sufficient level of
HW + SW
redundancy against
e.g. spoofing or
jamming attacks is
important in MASS.
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Summary

Free word - add anything useful, e.g. links, comments, images

Roundtable Summary
Key insights and written summary

Difference
between the
high seas and
on routes with
heavy traffic

Mapping
where the
connectivity
is
Safe
operation if
the
connectivity
fails

standards on
data models
and data
sharing on
international
level

Summary
This is a place for a written summary of the
roundtable results...

Location
data, time
stamping

Machine
readible format
is important but how about
mixed traffic

Double click image
to enter next mural
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